In this paper we develop a new model for deep image clustering, using convolutional neural networks and tensor kernels. The proposed Deep Tensor Kernel Clustering (DTKC) consists of a convolutional neural network (CNN), which is trained to reflect a common cluster structure at the output of its intermediate layers. Encouraging a consistent cluster structure throughout the network has the potential to guide it towards meaningful clusters, even though these clusters might appear to be nonlinear in the input space. The cluster structure is enforced through the idea of unsupervised companion objectives, where separate loss functions are attached to layers in the network. These unsupervised companion objectives are constructed based on a proposed generalization of the Cauchy-Schwarz (CS) divergence, from vectors to tensors of arbitrary rank. Generalizing the CS divergence to tensor-valued data is a crucial step, due to the tensorial nature of the intermediate representations in the CNN.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep clustering is a subfield of deep learning [1] which considers the design of unsupervised loss functions, in order to train deep learning models for clustering. The loss functions developed in this field have made it possible to train deep architectures to discover underlying group structure in large datasets, containing data types with complex geometrical structure, such as images [2, 3, 4] and time series [5] . The ever growing amount of unlabeled data has caused unsupervised learning to be identified as a main next goal in machine learning research [1] .
Many of the recent deep clustering models include deep neural networks that have been pre-trained as autoencoders [6, 7, 8, 9] . 1 Norconsult Informasjonssystemer AS. 2 Department of Physics and Technology, UiT The Arctic University of Norway.
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In these models, the unsupervised clustering loss is attached to the code space of the autoencoder, and the model is fine tuned using either the clustering loss alone, or both the clustering loss, and the reconstruction loss from the autoencoder.
Despite the popularity of the autoencoder approach, we hypothesize that the representation produced by the autoencoder does not necessarily emphasize properties which are desirable for clustering. These models can therefore suffer from objective function mismatch [10] . An example of this was shown in [10] , where the classification performance of features produced by a variational autoencoder (VAE) sharply decreased in later stages of training, even though the loss of the VAE continued to decrease.
The use of autoencoders in deep clustering algorithms is mainly rooted in the fact that some loss functions are incapable of retaining input similarities during training [7] . Thus, training deep models with these loss functions, without the accompanied autoencoder, could result in clusters which do not reflect the similarity structure of the input space. The autoencoder can therefore be regarded as a form of regularization technique, included to preserve the input data similarities throughout the network.
In this work we develop an alternate approach to preservation of similarity structure in deep clustering. We combine our approach with a convolutional neural network (CNN) [11] , to construct a model for image clustering, which we name Deep Tensor Kernel Clustering (DTKC). Our approach to similarity preservation is based on tensor kernels [12] , as a natural consequence of the tensorial nature of the CNN's intermediate representations.
Our key contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose the unsupervised companion objectives, which are objective (loss) functions attached to the output of intermediate layers in the neural network of a deep clustering model -similarly to the supervised companion objectives introduced in [13] . The unsupervised companion objectives are designed to encourage a persistent clustering structure throughout the network, potentially allowing for better preservation of input similarities and improved clustering performance.
In order to make the unsupervised companion objectives compatible with the intermediate outputs of a CNN, we leverage a connection between tensor theory and CNNs. This allows us to use tensor kernels [12] to describe the similarities between feature maps in the intermediate representations in a CNN.
• We use the unsupervised companion objectives to construct a new model for deep image clustering. The proposed DTKC consists of a CNN with the unsupervised companion objectives attached to its intermediate outputs, coupled with the clustering loss function from Deep Divergence-based Clustering (DDC) [4] . Our experiments show that DTKC outperforms DDC on almost all benchmark datasets.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes some of the recent advances in the field of deep clustering, followed by an overview of the relevant parts of DDC in Section III. Section IV introduces our contributions and the relevant background material. The experiments are described in Section V, followed by a hyperparameter analysis in Section VI, and a qualitative analysis of feature importance in Section VII. In Section VIII we validate our hypothesis of objective function mismatch in a convolutional autoencoder. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided in Section IX. We also include some results with recurrent neural networks and sequential data in Appendix A, to emphasize the generalizability of the unsupervised companion objectives.
II. RELATED WORK
Deep clustering models generally adhere to the following design pattern: Take a deep neural network, and combine it with a clustering module, which computes the cluster membership vectors based on the representation provided by the neural network. The network and the clustering module are then trained simultaneously by minimizing an unsupervised loss function, to determine their respective parameters. The joint optimization causes the network to learn features that are well suited for the clustering module, while the clustering module learns to cluster these features in an optimal way. Most models described in the following are instances of this general framework. Since DTKC also follows this design strategy, these are the most relevant models for comparison with DTKC.
Deep Embedded Clustering (DEC) [6] : DEC uses a multilayer perceptron (MLP) with a clustering module based on softassignments to a set of centroids. The soft assignments of embedded observations are computed using a t-distribution with 1 degree of freedom. DEC's loss function is constructed to force the distribution of soft cluster assignments closer to a target distribution, by means of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. The target distribution is constructed from the soft assignments, and is designed to strengthen predictions, put more emphasis on high-confidence assignments, and normalize the contribution of each centroid to the loss function. DEC is trained by first initializing the MLP as a stacked autoencoder, and then fine tuned using the clustering loss.
Improved Deep Embedded Clustering (IDEC) [7] : As the name implies, IDEC is closely related to the previously described DEC algorithm. However, the authors of IDEC argue that the fine-tuning stage of DEC results in non-representative features and thereby worse clustering performance [7] . To alleviate this IDEC keeps the decoder-part of the autoencoder during fine-tuning, in contrast to DEC, where it is discarded. The other parts of the IDEC model are shared with DEC.
Deep Clustering Network (DCN) [8] : This method is also similar to IDEC, since it uses an autoencoder with a clustering module attached to the code-space. However, instead of the soft clustering module used by IDEC, DCN uses a hard k-means clustering module to produce the cluster assignments. Due to the non-differentiability of the hard cluster assignments, a three-stage optimization procedure is used to train DCN.
SpectralNet [14] : SpectralNet offers a deep learning based approach to the well known Spectral Clustering algorithm [15] . The model consists of a deep neural network trained to minimize the Spectral Clustering loss function, resulting in an approximation to the eigenspace mapping obtained in ordinary Spectral Clustering.
Discriminatively Boosted image Clustering (DBC) [9] : DBC is another autoencoder-based algorithm which is designed specifically for image clustering. It uses a fully-convolutional autoencoder, which is an autoencoder consisting of only convolutional layers [16, 17] . DBC's training procedure starts with pre-training the autoencoder, and when the pre-training finishes, the decoder is discarded, and the encoder is fine-tuned using the clustering loss from DEC.
Other methods: Lastly, the deep clustering literature also contains a few algorithms that do not directly adhere to the "DNN + clustering module" framework. These algorithms include: (i) Joint Unsupervised LEarning (JULE) [2] , which uses a CNN for hierarchical clustering; (ii) Information Maximizing Self-Augmented Training (IMSAT) [3] , which depends heavily on data augmentation; (iii) Variational Deep Embedding (VaDE) [18] , which is a generative model based on variational autoencoders [19] ; (iv) Categorical Generative Adversarial Network (CatGAN) [20] , which is another generative model based on generative adversarial networks [21] ; and (v) ClusterGAN [22] , which too is based on generative adversarial networks. However, the consideration of these methods falls outside the scope of this paper, as our focus is on algorithms consisting of a DNN coupled with a clustering module.
III. DEEP DIVERGENCE-BASED CLUSTERING
This section will give a brief description of Deep Divergencebased Clustering (DDC) [4] , as we have chosen to build our proposed DTKC with components from the DDC framework. DDC was chosen primarily due to its image clustering performance, and end-to-end trainability.
The DDC model can be summarized as follows: Suppose we have a set of images X 1 , . . . X n , and pass these through a CNN, followed by a vectorization step, and a fully-connected layer, resulting in the vectorial representations z 1 , . . . , z n . These representations are then processed by a final fullyconnected layer with a softmax activation function, producing the predicted cluster membership vectors u 1 , . . . , u n .
DDC's loss function is constructed based on both the representations z, and the cluster membership vectors u. It is designed to enforce the following requirements:
(i) Cluster compactness and separability: In the representation space, individual clusters should be compact, while different clusters should be well separated. (ii) Orthogonal cluster membership vectors: Cluster membership vectors pointing to different clusters should be orthogonal in R k . (iii) Closeness to simplex corner: Each cluster membership vector should be close to a corner of the standard simplex in R k (defined as:
. The loss function is the sum of three terms, each of which tackles one of the properties outlined above:
The first loss term enforces the separability and compactness condition through the Cauchy-Schwarz (CS) divergence between k probability density functions p 1 , . . . , p k [23] 1 :
Maximizing D cs corresponds to minimizing the argument of the logarithm, resulting in:
Suppose that each of the probability density functions represent their own cluster. The numerator of term (i, j) in L 1 is the integrated overlap between clusters i and j. A small value of the integrated overlap leads to clusters that are well separated. The denominator is the product of integrated self-overlap for clusters i and j. These quantities will be large if both clusters are compact. Hence, a combination of compact and well-separated clusters will result in L 1 taking a small value.
In general, we do not know the probability density functions p 1 , . . . , p k , and thus, they have to be estimated from data. Using the kernel density estimator [24] we get 2 :
where K is chosen to be a Gaussian
and σ is a bandwidth parameter. If we assume for now, that the cluster membership functions produce hard assignments, we can rewrite L 1 as:
, which was used in [23] . In order to describe DDC in its original form, we will stick to 1 k in this section. 2 Note the small abuse of notation where p j denotes both the true pdf and the kernel density estimate.
where K = [κ ij ] is the kernel matrix whose elements are the pairwise similarities between the outputs of the first fullyconnected layer:
. υ j denotes the j-th column of the n × k cluster assignment matrix U , which can be formed row-wise from the cluster assignment vectors u 1 , . . . , u n . To make the loss function differentiable, we can now relax the hard membership constraint, and allow for soft assignments instead.
The second loss term enforces the orthogonality between the cluster assignments vectors u 1 , . . . , u n . The matrix U U T consist of pairwise inner products between cluster assignment vectors, and thus, small elements in the upper (or lower) triangular part of this matrix would correspond to orthogonal cluster assignment vectors. This gives the loss term
which is the sum of the strictly upper triangular part of U U T . However, this sum also enforces orthogonality between vectors pointing to the same cluster, and thus introduces a regularizing effect to the optimization by repelling the cluster assignment vectors away from each other.
The last loss term ensures that the cluster assignment vectors lie close to a corner of the simplex containing the assignments u 1 , . . . , u n . Let M be the matrix whose elements are:
where e j denotes the j-th corner of the simplex (j-th cartesian basis vector). Then we have the loss term:
where m j denotes the j-th column of M . Due to its resemblance to L 1 , L 3 can be interpreted analogously: The distribution of cluster assignment vectors should be compactly centered around separate simplex corners.
The DDC architecture is then trained to minimize L DDC using stochastic mini-batch gradient descent.
IV. DEEP TENSOR KERNEL CLUSTERING
This section provides the details on the proposed unsupervised companion objectives and the DTKC model. It starts with a review of the relevant background material on tensors and tensor kernels, followed by the derivation of the unsupervised companion objectives for tensors of arbitrary rank, and an overview of DTKC.
A. Tensors and tensor kernels
In order to develop the proposed unsupervised companion objectives, the notions of cluster compactness and separability discussed in the preceding section have to be generalized such that they can be applied to the intermediate representations Figure 1 : Matricization of a rank-3 tensor X.
of a CNN. We do this through a natural connection between CNNs and tensor theory, where the feature maps produced by a convolutional layer for a single image is regarded as a rank-3 tensor in a given basis. In the following, we will use this idea together with tensor kernels [12] to incorporate cluster compactness and separability into our unsupervised companion objectives.
1) The naïve kernel: Recall that for rank-1 tensors (vectors) we have the Gaussian kernel:
where x i (y i ) refers to element i in the vector x (y). The latter equality shows that this kernel belongs to a particular class of kernels, namely product kernels. Generalizing this kernel to tensors X and Y of rank r gives the naïve kernel [12] :
where X i1···ir (Y i1···ir ) denotes the element of X (Y ) with indices i 1 , . . . , i r , and D 1 , . . . , D r denote the number of elements along each dimension. This kernel has kernel components for all elements in the product, which are used to form the product kernel. However, as is also pointed out in [12] , this causes the kernel function to ignore the local structure within and between the respective tensors, due to the commutativity of multiplication. Mathematically, this means that the kernel is invariant to a fixed permutation rule P :
This effect can be especially destructive for images, for instance, since images can be transformed beyond recognition by permuting the spatial indices.
2) Matricization-based tensor kernels: The problem outlined above calls for a more robust kernel which takes local structure into account. To this end, it was suggested in [12] to define a product kernel over the matricizations of the input tensors:
where X <m> is the matricization of X along dimension m (and similarly for Y ). Figure 1 shows an example of the matricization process where the rank-3 tensor X is transformed to the matrices X <1> , X <2> and X <3> . In this case the tensor X could be an image, or the output of a convolutional layer in a CNN -the latter being the connection between tensors and CNNs mentioned earlier.
Thus, it remains to specify the form of the components k m σ (·, ·), in the product kernel. We will stick to the Gaussian kernel, but use a distance function on the Grassmann manifold spanned by the respective matricizations (see Figure 2 ). Considering data matrices as points on the Grassmann manifold is the key concept in Grassmannian learning [25, 26, 27] . Results from this field indicate that using a distance function on the Grassmann manifold tends to improve performance of distancebased machine learning systems for tensor data [26, 27] .
If we couple the Gaussian kernel with a generic distance function d G(Dm,D−m) on the Grassmann manifold, we get the kernel component:
Here
This interpretation of the matricizations assumes that we have D m ≤ D −m , as the dimensionality of the subspace has to be less than or equal to the dimensionality of the parent-space. This assumption does not necessarily hold for general tensors, which means that the computations have to take this into account to ensure the correctness of the approach. Matricizations for which D m > D −m are therefore transposed prior to the distance computation, following [12] , meaning that we essentially consider distances on G(D −m , D m ) instead. Throughout the rest of this paper we will assume that D m < D −m , and that the transposition has been made whenever this does not hold.
Note that it is not the matrix X <m> itself that lies on the Grassmann manifold, but rather the span of its rows. Therefore, it is useful to represent points on the manifold as D m × D −m orthonormal matrices, whose rows are orthogonal unit-length vectors which together form an orthogonal basis for the linear subspace. These orthonormal representations can be obtained through the compact singular value decomposition (SVD) of the original input matrices. For a real matricization X <m> with shape (D m , D −m ) satisfying D m < D −m , we have
where Σ <m> X is a diagonal matrix with shape (D m , D m ) and nonnegative real numbers on the diagonal. U <m> X and V <m> X are orthonormal matrices with shapes (D m , D m ) and (D −m , D m ) respectively. Moreover, it can be shown that the row span of (V <m> X ) T is equal to the row span of X <m> [28] . Thus one can take (V <m> X ) T to be the orthonormal representation of X <m> .
In the following, we will use these orthonormal representations to compute distances on the Grassmann manifold. The distance computation is illustrated in Figure 2 . Figure 2 : The distance d G(Dm,D−m) (X <m> , Y <m> ) between two matricizations X <m> and Y <m> on the Grassmann manifold G(D m , D −m ). Since the Grassmann manifold consists of linear subspaces, the matricizations are represented by the respective orthonormal representations (V <m>
3) Distance functions on Grassmann manifolds: There exists a variety of different distance functions on Grassmann manifolds in the literature [25, 27] . Among the most commonly used distances, we find the geodesic (arc length) distance, and the projection distance. However, the former is computed using the principal angles between the respective subspaces [25] . The computation of these angles requires another SVD, which substantially increases the computational cost of the distance computations. Moreover, it can be shown that a Gaussian kernel using the geodesic distance is not positive semidefinite [26] . Conversely, the projection distance does not require another SVD to be computed, and when coupled with a Gaussian, it results in a positive semidefinite kernel [26] . The projection distance function is based on the orthogonal projection operator which takes an arbitrary element of R D−m and projects it orthogonally to the subspace spanned by the matricization. For a matricization X <m> , the projection operator is given by the product V <m> X (V <m> X ) T [12] . Considering the Frobenius norm between projection operators gives the distance function:
where || · || F denotes the Frobenius norm. Moreover, it can be shown that:
which is more efficient to compute compared to the previous expression [12] .
Using the projection distance, we obtain the tensor kernel:
Due to the positive semidefiniteness of the product kernels, this kernel is also positive semidefinite [26] .
B. Unsupervised companion objectives
In this subsection we describe the proposed unsupervised companion objectives, which offer a new approach to the design of unsupervised loss functions. The method is similar in spirit to the supervised companion objectives introduced in [13] , where a classifier was attached to each layer of the network, in order to increase the overall classification performance of the model.
Suppose we have the following deep clustering setup:
where f θ denotes the neural network producing the learned representation z, from the input X, and g φ denotes the clustering module producing the cluster membership vector u. θ and φ denote the parameters of the neural network, and the parameters of the clustering module, respectively. Since f θ represents a neural network, it can be decomposed block-wise as:
where f l θ l is the mapping performed by block l, and L is the number of blocks. We will throughout this paper refer to blocks as generic computational units in a deep neural network. Layers are the most familiar examples of blocks, but a block can also represent, for instance, a collection of adjacent layers, or individual components within a specific layer.
If we let Y l be the output of block l, we have:
Note that we assume X and Y 1 , . . . , Y L−1 to be tensors of arbitrary rank, whereas z and u are assumed to be vectors (rank-1 tensors).
For a tensor-valued dataset X = {X 1 , . . . , X n }, our proposed loss function then reads:
where L DDC is the clustering loss function from DDC, and L l co (Y l 1 , . . . Y l n , U ) is the unsupervised companion objective for the l-th block. The companion objective for a specific block depends on both the outputs of that block (Y l 1 , . . . , Y l n ) and the cluster membership matrix produced by the clustering module. λ is a hyperparameter which determines the strength of the companion objectives.
L l co should be designed to enforce a discriminative cluster structure at block l in the network. Using the CS divergence, we get the companion objective:
where k is the number of clusters, υ i denotes the i-th column of the cluster membership matrix U , and K l = [κ l ij ] is a kernel matrix whose elements are:
where k tensor σ is the tensor kernel decribed previously. Note that the normalization factor k 2 −1 from [23] is used, instead of DDC's 1 k .
Eqs. (2) and (3) constitute the mathematical formulation of the proposed unsupervised companion objectives. In essence, these are designed to enforce similar cluster structure at the outputs of each block in the network, ensuring a more consistent similarity structure between the outputs of subsequent blocks. Since the representational power of a single block is limited, and each block has its own companion objective, the similarity structure at later blocks should more closely resemble the similarity structure at the earlier blocks, compared to the unconstrained case.
C. Model overview
An overview of the complete DTKC model is shown in Figure  3 . The "FC" and "Out" layers as well as the losses L 1 , L 2 and L 3 are from DDC, which has been shown to work well for both image clustering and time series clustering [4, 5] , with randomly initialized parameters. Moreover, the companion objectives closely resemble DDC's L 1 . The DDC loss function should therefore tend to agree with the companion objectives, so that they "pull in the same direction" during training. In order to strengthen this agreement, the normalization constant of L 1 was changed from 1
DTKC is trained end-to-end from randomly initialized parameters, using stochastic mini-batch gradient descent. The computational complexity of training is therefore linear in the number of images in the dataset.
Although DTKC shares its clustering module with DDC, it is important to emphasize that the unsupervised companion objectives can be coupled with any deep clustering algorithm, as long as it uses a deep neural network to produce the cluster membership predictions. The companion objectives have been introduced for tensors of arbitrary rank, meaning that they can be attached to any deep neural network which produces tensorial representations. To illustrate this generalizability, Appendix A includes some experiments where the companion objectives are used with a recurrent neural network to cluster sequential data.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experiment setup 1) Datasets: We test the proposed DTKC model on the MNIST, USPS, SVHN, Fashion-MNIST, and COIL-100 datasets. These datasets represent clustering tasks which are often encountered in computer vision, and are thus widely used in the literature [6, 7, 14, 4, 2] . An overview of the datasets can be found in Table I . [31] 28 × 28 Gray 60000 10 COIL-100 [32] 128 × 128 RGB 7200 100
2) Baseline models: Several baseline algorithms were chosen to thoroughly assess the clustering performance of the proposed DTKC model. These algorithms include the well known kmeans algorithm [33] , and Spectral Clustering [15] . We also compare DTKC with the following Deep Clustering algorithms:
• Deep Divergence-based Clustering (DDC) [4] .
• Deep Embedded Clustering (DEC) [6] .
• SpectralNet [14] .
• Improved Deep Embedded Clustering (IDEC) [7] .
• Deep Clustering Network (DCN) [8] .
• Discriminatively Boosted Clustering (DBC) [9] .
The results for DDC and DEC were obtained by the authors of this paper 3 . The results for the remaining models were extracted from their respective publications, causing some missing entries in Table II .
3) DTKC implementation: Following [4, 6, 7, 8, 9] , we use a relatively small network for our experiments. Our CNN consists of two sequential blocks, both having two convolutional layers with ReLU activation functions, followed by a 2 × 2 max pooling operation. The convolutional layers each have 32 filters, with size 5 × 5 in the first block, and 3 × 3 in the second block. Batch normalization [34] was applied to the output of the last convolutional layer in each block. The first fully-connected layer has 100 units with ReLU activations. The output layer has number of units equal to the number of clusters, and uses a softmax activation function. See Fig. 3 for an overview of the model architecture.
DTKC was trained on stochastic mini-batches of size 120, using the Adam optimizer [35] with a learning rate of 10 −4 . Following [4] , the model was trained from 20 different initializations, for a maximum of 100 epochs per run. A training run was terminated if no decrease in the loss function was observed over 30 epochs. The σ hyperparameter for each kernel was set to 15 % of the median pairwise distances between the activations from the respective layers, following [36, 4] . Finally, the λ hyperparameter was set to 0.01 for all experiments. See Section VI for further analysis on these parameter choices.
4) Performance metrics:
We use the unsupervised clustering accuracy (ACC), and the normalized mutual information 3 The DEC results were obtained using DEC-Keras https://github.com/XifengGuo/DEC-keras with the hyperparameters specified in [6] . (NMI) to measure the clustering performance of the different algorithms. The former is computed as:
where y i = j : u ij ≥ u il , l = 1, . . . , k is the predicted cluster for observation i, and r i is the corresponding ground truth label for observation i. δ(·) denotes the Kronecker delta function, and M denotes the set of all possible bijective mappings from {1, . . . , k} to itself. The maximum can be computed efficiently using the Hungarian algorithm [37] . The NMI is given by N M I = I(y, r) 1 2 (H(y) + H(r)) where I(·, ·) denotes the mutual information and H(·) denotes the entropy.
The metrics were computed for the models resulting in the lowest value of the unsupervised loss function for each run. This resulted in 20 (ACC, NMI)-pairs, where each pair corresponds to the best observed performance for the given run, with respect to the loss function. These pairs were further aggregated to produce the following summary statistics:
• Best: ACC and NMI for the run which resulted in the lowest value of the loss function. This is used as the primary measure of model performance, as the best model is selected in a completely unsupervised manner. B. Results Table II shows the performance of DTKC and the baseline models on the MNIST, USPS, and COIL-100 datasets. These results show that DTKC performs comparable to state of the art Note that, due to the generality of the unsupervised companion objectives, the goal of our approach is not necessarily to achieve the best overall clustering performance, but rather to see an improvement when adding the unsupervised companion objectives to a given base model. Thus, in order to more thoroughly investigate the effect of the unsupervised companion objectives, the resulting metrics for DDC and DTKC on all benchmark datasets, are listed in Table III . Here, DTKC outperforms DDC on all datasets, both in terms of mean performance, and in terms of best performance, for both metrics. The only exception is "best accuracy" on USPS, where DDC is somewhat better than DTKC. These results therefore indicate that the unsupervised companion objectives have helped guide DTKC towards clusterings that coincide better with the ground truth labels, compared to DDC. Figure 4 shows examples from the clusters identified in the MNIST dataset. Each row in the figure corresponds to a distinct cluster, indicating that the model has indeed learned to group the images mostly based on the depicted digit. However, there are some notable errors, namely the mixing of threes and fives, and the mixing of fours and nines in the last cluster. The figure also shows a one assigned to the cluster of twos. Interestingly, this particular one has a horizontal bar at the bottom, as well as an oblique line at the top, making it more similar to the other twos. 
VI. HYPERPARAMETER ANALYSIS

A. Effect of the λ hyperparameter
The specification of the strength of the unsupervised companion losses (λ) is a both crucial and difficult task. In our experiments, we chose λ based on a supervised validation procedure on the MNIST benchmark dataset, and used the resulting value in all subsequent experiments. It is therefore important to examine how sensitive the model is to the choice of λ, since we expect our choice to generalize well to the other datasets included in the experiments.
The resulting accuracies for the DTKC model on the MNIST dataset are shown in Fig. 5 . The plot does not show a particularly large variation in accuracy, but the optimal value seems to be at around λ = 0.01. The small variation implies that the model is rather robust to variations in λ. This property is especially important, as it makes the assumption about generalization to other datasets more feasible. Based on these observations, as well as the difficulties with unsupervised hyperparameter validation, λ was set to 0.01 for the remaining experiments.
B. Effect of the σ hyperparameter
Recall that the bandwidth parameter σ was chosen according to the "15 % of median distance" rule of thumb given in [36] . This rule of thumb has been successfully applied to other DDC-based models [4, 5] -which is why it was used in our experiments as well. However, we know from the literature that the specification of σ in the Gaussian kernel can be difficult, as well as critical for the performance of the resulting algorithm [38] . The goal of this subsection is therefore to inspect the consequences of this choice, and more specifically, to investigate how sensitive the performance of DTKC is to variations in σ.
Note that the findings of this analysis were not used to specify the σ parameter, in contrast to what was done in the previous subsection for the λ hyperparameter. There are two main reasons for this, the first being that introducing a similar procedure for σ would result in a significant increase in the experimental complexity. The second reason is that for σ, we already have a rule of thumb which has been proven to work well with previous DDC-based models -which is not the case for the λ hyperparameter.
To evaluate the effect of different σ values on DTKC, the model was trained using variations of the aforementioned rule of thumb, on the MNIST and USPS datasets. Specifically, for a given layer l, σ l was varied according to:
whereσ is the multiplication factor 4 , and d l ij is the distance between output i and output j in layer l. Following the ordinary loss-function-computations, the tensor distance d tensor (·, ·) was used for the σ values in the companion objectives, while the Euclidean distance was used for σ in the DDC loss function. Note that the sameσ was used for all layers, in order to reduce the complexity of the analysis.
The resulting accuracies are shown in Fig. 6 . The accuracy plots show that the DTKC is rather robust towards variations in the multiplication factorσ. Thus indicating that the potential loss or gain in performance is not particularly large when varying this hyperparameter. This is indeed an advantage due to the difficulties often encountered with unsupervised hyperparameter selection.
VII. VISUALIZATION OF IMPORTANCE
Importance visualization has become an important step when analyzing the results from deep learning models [39, 40, 41] . Figure 7 shows importance plots from DDC and DTKC for randomly selected digits from the MNIST dataset. The importance scores were obtained using SHAP [41] .
The figure shows that the feature importances are very similar for the two models, and that both models focus on meaningful features in the input image. These features include e.g. the top horizontal bar in the fives and sevens, and the loop in the sixes. However, there are a few noteworthy differences between the two models. For instance, we observe that the three's bottom curve has been assigned a higher importance in DTKC than in 4 Note that settingσ = 0.15 recovers the original rule of thumb. Figure 8 : Loss and NMI for the experiments investigating objective function mismatch in a convolutional autoencoder [16] , and in DTKC.
DDC (compare the digits framed in black). Another difference is the missing part of the loop in the red-framed nine, which has been assigned more negative importance in DDC, compared to DTKC.
VIII. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION MISMATCH
To examine the potential objective function mismatch in autoencoder-based models, we train a convolutional autoencoder (CAE) [16] on the MNIST dataset for 1200 epochs, with a mean squared error (MSE) loss. The encoder part shares its architecture with DTKC, whereas the decoder is a mirrored version of the encoder, where the convolutions have been replaced with transpose convolutions, and the maxpooling operations have been replaced with nearest-neighbor up-sampling. During training, we extract the outputs of the second convolutional block every five epochs, and run k-means on these representations. We then compute the NMI for each k-means clustering, resulting in 240 NMI values.
The resulting NMI values are shown in Fig. 8a as a function of epochs, along with the MSE loss. Here we can see that the NMI increases for the first 250 epochs, but starts to slowly decrease after this point, despite the continued decrease in MSE. This indicates that the later stages of the autoencoder training actually make the hidden representations more difficult to cluster, compared with the representations produced around epoch 250. This behavior shows the objective function mismatch between the autoencoder's reconstruction objective, and the clustering objective. Fig. 8b shows NMI values computed analogously during the training of DTKC. This plot shows a steady increase in NMI during training, and in contrast to the autoencoder case, no indication of objective function mismatch is visible.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have proposed Deep Tensor Kernel Clustering (DTKC) -a new approach to image clustering with deep neural networks. At the heart of DTKC lie the unsupervised companion objectives, whose purpose are to guide the network towards a more consistent clustering structure at the outputs of its intermediate layers.
Due to the tensorial nature of the intermediate representations in convolutional neural networks, we leverage the connection between tensor theory and CNNs, which allows us to use tensor kernels to quantify similarities between intermediate representations.
Our results indicate that the addition of these unsupervised companion objectives improves the clustering performance over several baseline models. Moreover, we demonstrate the presence of objective function mismatch when combining a convolutional autoencoder with a k-means clustering modulean effect which is not present in DTKC.
These results are indeed promising, but the preservation of geometrical structure in the input data is still a key challenge in deep clustering [7] , and remains as an important direction for future work. To this end, the contributions made in this paper show that the quantification of cluster structure can be done for tensors of arbitrary rank. Promising work on e.g. increasing network efficiency [42] , and tensor factorization [43, 44] , indicate that there is still much untapped potential at the intersection between deep learning and tensor theory. More work along these lines can therefore lead to impactful advancements in the deep clustering field -especially for data types with more complex geometrical structure, such as images, sequences, and graphs. clustering module. The dimensionality of the hidden states for each layer was set to 32, also following [5] . Batch size, optimizer, epochs, runs, and bandwidth all follow the configuration specified in Section V-A. The companion objectives in RDTKC were constructed as described above.
Datasets:
To evaluate RDDC and RDTKC on sequential data, we use the first 10 characters from the Character Trajectories (CT) dataset [46] , and all digits from the Arabic Digits dataset [46] . These datasets were chosen as they represent clustering or classification challenges of suitable complexity [5, 47, 48] . These are also openly accessible and well-known benchmark datasets, allowing for easier comparison with the literature. See Table IV for a summary of relevant attributes.
Results:
The results for the sequential experiments are given in Table V . These results show that the addition of the unsupervised companion objectives in RDTKC has led to increased clustering performance, compared to RDDC.
